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Greetings!
The Year 2021 was certainly a challenging year, 2 years into the Global
Pandemic with severe lockdowns both locally and globally, it would
have seem that this malaise would never end.
And yet, amongst all the unrest and unease, theTokyo Olympiad
happened and for a brief shining moment, the world was at peace and
united together in sports.
That is the power of Olympism, the very essence that Pierre de
Coubertin envisioned a long time ago, to promote the Human Spirit,
the passion and the drive to overcome.
Here at the NOA of Malaysia, our activities and event were also
affected by the pandemic but we managed to get a lot of
administrative and internal matters sorted out before we hit 2022.
We've been fostered stronger bonds with the International Olympic
Academy and other National Olympic Academies around the world.
Most importantly, we hope this report of projects that our NOA is
working on will be able to garner response and feedback from the
wider IOA community and we would like to also work more
We look forward to a Impactful 2022 and Wishing Everyone Good
Tidings and Joy!
Yours in The Olympic Spirit,

NICHOLAS CHAN
Director
National Olympic Academy of Malaysia

About Us
The National Olympic Academy of Malaysia was established in
1994 under the auspices and support of the Olympic Council of
Malaysia, with the sole purpose of promoting Olympism and
Olympic Education in Malaysia.
The NOA of Malaysia has been involved in the organizing of the
NOA Session for Young Participants, helping to spread the word
of Olympism through the session, the session also serves to pick
the best candidates to represent Malaysia to the IOA Session for
Young Participants over the past decades.
Our NOA Session and projects have nurtured generations of
Olympism-minded individuals,, ready to contribute to our
Malaysian Sports community.
The NOA of Malaysia works directly with the NOC of Malaysia
which represents all the National Sports Associations for all the
core Olympic Sports and other sports. The Director of the NOA
sits on the Executive Board of the NOC.
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Executive Summary
of Report
The NOA of Malaysia has had over the past few years since its
inception in 1994, organized many Olympism and Olympic
Education related programs and initiatives.
As per requirements of the 15th IOA Session for NOA and NOC
Delegates in 2022, this report will highlight programs or projects
that are in the pipeline, completed and pending.
These programs are currently projects that are in the pipeline for
execution, being setup by the relevant NOA projects teams or
already completed such as our NOA Session.
We will be organizing it according to the above 3 categories
(Planning, Pending & Completed)

Proposed Projects
Planning Stage:

Olympic Education Programme for School Kids and PE
Teachers with Ministry of Education
Olympic Education Conference 2022
Introduction of Olympic Education to Private University

Ongoing:

Two-Prong Communication Strategy for Malaysian NOA
Programmes

Completed:

24th NOA Session for Young Participants

24th NOA Session for Young
Participants 2022
This recently completed program which has been the hallmark signature
project of our NOA is in its 24th edition and this year would be our first year
back in the physical format since 2020 when the Covid-19 pandemic, where
the 23rd NOA Session was held virtually for the 1st time. We maintained a
minimum number of participants to comply with national Covid-19 protocols of
25 participants.
The purpose of this NOA Session has always been the instruction and
dissemination of Olympism, how to apply Olympism for the attending young
participants, exposing them to the Olympic Values and also Olympic Education.
The participants are from ages 18 – 35 and are from our national sports
associations, private and public universities, schools and also Youth NGOs;
these participants are usually former/current athletes, coaches, sports
administrators, student athletes, PE Teachers and anyone than can benefit
from applying Olympism and Olympic Education in their vocations.
The session is always evolving in its program according to the current
situations in the Olympic and Glocal sports movement, the session also
prepares our participants to take part in the IOA Sessions by selecting the best
male and female representatives to the IOA Session for Young Olympic
Ambassadors. Some of the topics that was covered this were:
Winning isn’t Everything. Play to Participate or Play To Win.
Should the IOC Use its Political “power” to influence global events?
The Importance of Olympism in Education today? How would YOU
promote Olympism?
Are the Olympics worth hosting in your country?
Paralympics & Special Olympics - Why are they still being left behind?
Esports: What do they need to do to get our respect?
Transgender Athletes: Is this FairPlay? Do they have the right to Play?
Participants are tasked to discuss and later present their findings and
suggestions and be debated with the rest of the participants of the session.
Lectures on the various topics on Olympism, global sports issues as well as
personal development session were also a big part of the program. Please refer
to Appendix for the Itinerary of the 24th NOA Session.
Other than the classroom and discussion, we also organized team dynamics
and group activities that will challenge their minds and bodies. This also builds
good fellowships and also allows the participants to network amongst
themselves to build a network of Olympism trained participants that can
support each other.
(cont)

24th NOA Session for Young
Participants 2022
(cont)
The program will continue to evolve along with the Olympic Movement and
when new topics relating to Olympic Education emerges.
The NOA of Malaysia will continue to work with the IOA on delivering better
and relatable content and also expand the participant base to include more
stakeholders of the sporting movement in our country, such as Ministry of
Youth & Sports, Ministry of Education and even other members of the
academic field.
Our commitment to working with the IOA was further cemented by the
gracious speech that was given by IOA President, Mr. Isidoros Kouvelos and
also a special lecture on the IOA by Prof.

Olympism Stories Project with
the Ministry of Education
The NOA of Malaysia has started work with a division of the Ministry of
Education, which manages educational TV programs, which is sponsored by
the government. With the abundance of international and local Olympismrelated stories, the NOA of Malaysia will work with the Ministry to produce
relatable and age-targeted content, with the following delivery vehicles:
Short Stories of Olympic Heroes (International and Malaysian).
Specific online or TV lesson plans to target Olympic Values (e.g. FairPlay,
Multiculturalism).
A Picture Story Book to be published and used with the online content.
The Malaysian NOA team is now working with the MOE officials to find the best
outlet for this project, as traditional TV is now not relatable such as their current
DidikTV segments, we will suggest and propose to the ministry that the
Olympism content be featured on more relevant platforms like Discord,
YouTube and maybe potential collaboration with Esports elements.

Ministry of Education Malaysia DidikTV
Educational Programme

Olympic Education Conference
2022 (In the Planning Process)
The NOA of Malaysia will be working with a local private university to host and
organize a Olympic Education Conference for the various stakeholders for
sports and academia in Malaysia. This will be held in conjunction with our
efforts to promote Olympism and Olympic Education.
A sponsor university will be engaged and we will be presenting keynote
speakers and breakout plenary sessions on various topics related to Olympism
and Olympic Education.
We would also want to engage with existing IOA member states to provide
expertise in their areas such as sports law, PE integration for Olympic
Education and many more.
This will tentatively be conducted in Q4 of 2022 or latest Q1 of 2023, with
sufficient time to invite the IOA and other NOA around the world, arrangements
are being made to bring in corporate and relevant sponsors to back the
conference.

Introduction of Olympic
Education to Private University
The NOA of Malaysia will be speaking to a local private university to adopt a
comprehensive Olympic Education program that can be used for teaching and
research, to encourage more research and academic engagement in Olympic
Education.
Areas that can be worked on could be teaching and pedagogical technologies
for Olympic Education.
The NOA Director, Mr. Nicholas Chan has already started approaching a few
local private and public university. A promising prospect would be Taylors
University, with the Faculty of Education interested.

Potential University Partner:

Two-Prong Communication
Strategy for Malaysian NOA
Programmes
Since 2020, with the first virtual NOA Session for Young Participants, the NOA
of Malaysia has adopted the use of online platforms to promote our Academy
programs.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic our Academy has evolved to start using more
technology and also social media platforms, in order for us to reach a larger
target market and also to engage with our existing alumni from our previous
programs, we will need to be able to comprehensively communicate what we
do, how we do it as well as what we can offer to the public in order for us to
promote Olympic education.
The academy will use a combination of several platforms that are now under
review such as Facebook, YouTube, Discord and even the MetaVerse.
Our close relationship with the Malaysian Esports community will also allow us
to reach the Esports community who can be our next generation of maven and
promoters of Olympic education.

Current NOA of Malaysia Facebook Page
Total Page Followers: 195
Highest Reach: 97 (April 2022)

